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Abstract

Before-after-control-impact (BACI) experimental designs are commonly used in large-scale experiments to test for environmental impacts. However, high natural variability of environmental conditions and populations, and low replication in both treatment and control areas in time and space hampers detection of responses. We compare the power of two asymmetric BACI (aBACI) designs to two staircase designs for detecting changes in juvenile steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) abundance associated with a watershed-scale stream restoration experiment. We performed a simulation study to estimate the effect of a 25% increase in steelhead abundance using spatial and temporal estimates of variance from an ongoing study, and determined the power of each design. Experimental designs were then applied to three streams and each stream was composed of three 4 km long sections. We compared the power of a single treatment section in one stream (BACI-1), three simultaneous treatments of all sections in one stream (BACI-3), three sequential treatments in one stream (STAIRCASE-1), and three sequential treatments in one section in each stream (STAIRCASE-3). All designs had > 94% power to detect a 25% increase in abundance assuming average variance. Under worst-case variance (i.e., upper 95% confidence limits of historical variance estimates), the STAIRCASE-3 design outperformed the BACI-1, BACI-3, and STAIRCASE-1 designs (i.e., 77%, 41%, 8%, and 33% power respectively). All the designs estimated the effect of the simulated 25% abundance increase, but the length of the confidence interval was much shorter for the STAIRCASE-3 design compared to the other designs, which had confidence intervals 58-596% longer. The STAIRCASE-3 design continued to have high power (88%) to detect a 10% change in abundance, but the power of the other designs was much lower (range 34-56%). Our study demonstrates that staircase designs can have significant advantages over BACI designs and therefore should be more widely used for testing environmental impacts.
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**Introduction**

Impacts from manipulations to ecosystems, such as the extraction of natural resources, must be identified and quantified to develop strategies to reduce our footprint on the environment and manage resources sustainably. Ecosystem experiments using impacts (e.g., perturbations such as logging, addition of nutrients) have led to a greater understanding of the influence of management actions on ecosystem processes and biological populations [1-3]. Ecosystem experiments have provided a wealth of information because they were appropriately scaled – the impacts were large (e.g., often whole watersheds) and the monitoring was intensive (e.g., monitoring multiple scales and for many years or decades), which allowed detection of environmental changes that would not have been possible had the studies been conducted on smaller spatial and temporal scales [4, 5]. However, ecosystem scale experiments are expensive, difficult to replicate, and require large changes (impacts) to reliably detect a response. Extrapolation of results from ecosystem experiments is also challenging because of the lack of replication, unless mechanisms of change are determined (typically through directed studies). Despite these challenges, ecosystem style experiments have recently been advocated for determining the effectiveness of restoration actions because of the difficulty in determining how habitat and populations change due to natural variability in space and time [6].

Attempts to restore degraded habitats is exemplified in the Pacific Northwest, where hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent restoring stream habitat in an effort to increase the production of salmon and steelhead [7]. However, much of the restoration and its associated monitoring have been implemented at small scales (e.g., sites < 1000 m), and scattered across multiple watersheds, which has made it difficult to determine if site scale responses can be scaled to larger areas [e.g., increases in production of an entire stream; 8, 9, 10]. Thus, implementation of experiments that apply restoration...
treatments across a large portion of a watershed, coupled with watershed wide monitoring to increase
our understanding of the effectiveness of these strategies is gaining popularity [11, 12].

A common experimental design to improve our ability to detect the response of an impact or restoration treatment is to use a before-after-control-impact (BACI) design, in which a treatment unit is compared to a control or reference unit before and after the treatment is applied [13]. BACI designs have been used to detect large and permanent changes in the mean of a population resulting from an impact [14]. However, BACI designs perform poorly or provide misleading results when the potential changes after an impact are small or gradual (i.e. not a step change), when the behavior of the control system is quite different, or when the changes are not to the mean but to the variability of the population [15, 16]. As with any experiment, BACI designs become more powerful when more replicates are used; sometimes referred to as Multiple BACI or mBACI (Downs et al 2002). Underwood (1994) argues that asymmetric BACI (aBACI) designs, where a treatment system is compared to multiple controls is much more powerful than the original BACI design but does not require multiple treatments. Incorporating multiple control sites also protects the experiment from the loss of a single control site or having a poor control site that doesn’t compare well to the treatment site regardless of the treatment [17, 18].

Temporal replication of the impact is also required if the results of an experiment are to be extrapolated beyond specific initial conditions, and the time sequence in which observations were taken. Environmental factors such as extreme weather events can affect the magnitude of an impact and subsequent effect on the response metric (e.g., population abundance). Thus, the effect of an impact cannot be distinguished from a random time x impact interaction where the impact was established during a single time period [19, 20]. However, temporal replication of long-term mBACI experiments (i.e. several mBACI experiments, each with a different start date) may be financially and logistically prohibitive.
An alternative to the mBACI design is the “staircase” design, first proposed by Walters et al. (1988), which involves a modification to the BACI design whereby impacts are staggered in time in different replicates. In this way, each replicate experiences a different sequence of random environmental effects in the periods before and after the impact. This allows for replication of impacts and estimation of the resulting effect through space and time with less effort than mBACI replicated through time.

Numerous large-scale, long-term restoration experiments, referred to as Intensively Monitored Watershed (IMW) studies, have been initiated in the Pacific Northwest in response to a lack of clear evidence that millions of dollars in stream restoration has had a positive effect of populations of Endangered Species Act listed salmon and steelhead [https://www.pnamp.org/project/3133; 6, 7, 21]. The aBACI experimental designs, often with one treatment watershed and one or more control watersheds (i.e., asymmetrical BACI), are the dominant designs that are being used to evaluate these stream restoration experiments.

We present a comparison of the statistical power of two aBACI and two staircase designs to detect the effectiveness of stream restoration at increasing the abundance of juvenile steelhead (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*). We assess statistical power by simulating abundance measurements with properties that are similar to those observed in an IMW we are currently implementing. We assign “true” treatment effects to these measurements, artificially increasing the abundances according to when and where the treatments would be applied in experiments following the candidate designs. We then use design-appropriate ANOVA models on the measurements. We repeat this process many times and estimate the design’s statistical power from the proportion of repetitions in which the treatment effect is detected by the analysis.

Our goal is to use a simulation models to test the power of different experimental designs and provide researchers with alternative approaches to conducting experiments that can maximize learning while trying to achieve the goal of species recovery. In particular, our objectives were to determine the
statistical power of aBACI and staircase designs to detect a range of changes (5-40% increase) in juvenile steelhead abundance within a 12 year restoration experiment. We developed four different experimental designs that could be generalized to other studies: 1) aBACI single treatment section in one stream with 8 control sections (BACI-1); 2) aBACI three simultaneous treatment sections in one stream and 6 control sections (BACI-3); 3) single stream staircase with three sequential treatments in one stream with 6 control sections (STAIRCASE-1); and 4) three stream staircase with three sequential treatments one in each of three streams with 6 control sections (STAIRCASE-3). Results from these simulations will help managers develop robust experimental designs that have a greater probability of detecting restoration effects.

Methods

We performed a simulation study to determine the statistical power of four experimental designs to detect a known juvenile steelhead response to restoration. The simulation approach included: 1) estimating spatial and temporal variance for juvenile steelhead abundance in an ongoing IMW to create confidence intervals for each variance component, 2) building a simulation model of the general IMW layout based on the study setting and specified structure of blocking factors and responses, 3) using a Monte-Carlo simulation to generate data of fish abundance responses at each possible sampling time and location, using three levels of variance, 4) adding multiple systematic fixed treatment effects to treated sections of each model watershed according to each of the experimental designs, and 5) analyzing the results using the appropriate model for each design and recording whether each treatment effect was detected in each analyses.

Asotin Creek Data Collection and Compilation

We used the Asotin Creek Intensively Monitored Watershed as a case study to assess the performance of the aBACI and staircase experimental designs. Asotin Creek is a tributary to the Snake River in southeast Washington in the Columbia Plateau and Blue Mountains ecoregion (Fig 1). The Asotin
Creek IMW study area consists of three sub-watersheds: Charley, North Fork Asotin, and South Fork Asotin Creeks. The addition of large woody debris (LWD) was proposed as the main restoration treatment to increase habitat complexity, which was then expected to increase juvenile steelhead abundance [22, 23].

Fig 1. Location of Asotin Creek within Washington and the Asotin Creek Intensively Monitored Watershed study watersheds (highlighted in color) within the Asotin Creek.

The lower 12 km of each study stream was chosen as the IMW study area because 1) the majority of steelhead tributary adult spawning and juvenile rearing takes place in Asotin Creek; 2) access to the upper watershed is difficult and would limit monitoring abilities; and 3) the stream channel and valley conditions (i.e., reach types) in the lower 12 km of each study stream is relatively homogeneous. The size of the sections (experimental units) were based on 1) the size of the treatment area that we believed was a reasonable length of stream that could be restored within a year and 2) would likely ensure that both the experimental “populations” and the stream effects from the restoration were independent between sections, and 3) was likely to capture the mechanisms that would affect the population of interest (i.e., the changes in fish habitat that would lead to changes in fish abundance). We estimated that approximately 150-200 LWD structures could be built per 4 km treatment section to increase wood frequency to historic levels [24, 25]. We used monitoring information on juvenile home ranges to confirm that relative to the population size within the sections, the exchange rate of individuals (fish ≥ 70 mm tagged with passive integrated transponders) between sections was low, and therefore we considered the fish response independent across all sections. We also expected that the hypothesized geomorphic response would be relatively localized [26]. Based on these criteria, each study stream was divided into three 4-km long sections for a total of nine sections (Fig 2a).
Fig 2. Layout of study design with three streams, three sections per stream, and six fish sample sites per section.

a) Study design - each stream has three treatment units (4 km long *Sections*), and six fish sample sites (0.5 km long *Sites*). Timing and location of sections to be treated will depend on the study design implemented (see text for details). b) Survey design - each section has two fish sampling sites systematically located in each section 1.5 km apart.

Two sampling units (hereafter ‘fish sites’) for steelhead abundance, ~ 0.5 km long, were located systematically at 0.5 km and 2.5 km from the beginning of each experimental unit, resulting in all fish sites in a stream being 1.5 km apart (Fig 2b). We used a systematic sampling design to increase interspersion of the fish sites along the stream network to potentially detect longitudinal gradients and increase the likelihood that the survey locations were independent [27]. The mean and variance estimates used in the modeling simulation came from two day mark-recapture electrofishing surveys where all juvenile steelhead > 70 mm are marked with passive integrated transponder tags and abundance estimated with the Chapman method [28]. Although we sampled juvenile steelhead abundance twice a year (summer and fall), we simplified the modeling by only using the summer abundance estimates for all simulations. We used density (fish/m²) as a measure of abundance for all simulations. We simulated different levels of sampling effort, but in general found that sampling effort had minimal and predictable effect on power. Increased sampling generally decreased confidence interval widths, regardless of experimental design. For the remainder of the paper, we only present the full sampling plan (two fish sites/section) to simplify the results and focus on the effect of the different designs.

*Simulation Approach*
We simulated the Asotin IMW experiment by developing models that contained the various
components of the IMW experiment. A simulation model was then developed for each of the four
experimental designs by defining the terms (i.e., we defined “truth”) in the ANOVA model that would be
used to analyze the data produced from these experiments. We identified stream, section within
stream (written “section(stream)”), and fish site within section of stream (“fish-site(section x stream)”)
as spatial factors and year, and the periods before or after the treatment, referred to as the period, as
temporal factors (Table 1). We used historical data (1983-2006) and preliminary data from the Asotin
IMW (2008-2009) on juvenile steelhead abundance in the study streams and in the mainstem Asotin
creek to estimate the fixed effects (means) for the three streams and the variance components for all
random effects (WDFW and S. Bennett, unpublished data). In all data sets, we observed that the
variability of abundance measurements grew with larger mean abundances. The log transformation
alleviated this problem and reduced the skewness of the measurements somewhat. We therefore
applied all analysis and data simulation models to log(abundance) data.

Table 1. ANOVA model terms for simulation study of BACI and staircase designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Fixed or Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAT</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAT x stream</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>section(stream)</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year x stream</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year x YAT x section(stream)^1</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual error^2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 Needed only in STAIRCASE-3 design, when all streams feature a treated section

^2 Contains fish site(section, stream) as well as its interactions with any effects with which it is crossed

(year, YAT, and interactions involving these). These terms do not need to be separated, because they all
represent variability measured at the fish-site level, which is pseudo-replication relative to the YAT x stream effect.

We used the historical data to estimate the mean log(abundance) in each stream and the corresponding year, year x stream, and section(stream) variance components (i.e., temporal variance; Table 2). We used our preliminary IMW fish data to estimate the fish site(section, stream) variance component. For the variance components, we additionally computed 95% Wald Confidence intervals around each estimate (Milliken and Johnson 2009). We used the estimates and confidence limits to define three different variability scenarios because the variance components were estimated with uncertainty that was sometimes substantial. We assumed that the estimated variance represented the “expected” variability present, and the lower and upper limit of the confidence intervals represented the “best case” and “worst case” for variability respectively (Table 2). Where a variance component could not be directly estimated from one of the existing data sets, educated guesses were used to fill in these missing values, according to the principle that smaller-size spatial or temporal units generally have smaller variance components (more similar responses) than larger size units (Milliken and Johnson 2009). Based on this review of temporal and spatial variance, we estimated that the watershed’s mean log (abundance) across years was 1.3 (CV = 37%). The mean log(abundance/m²) for the study streams were 1.46 for Charley Creek, 1.31 for North Fork Asotin Creek, and 1.35 for South Fork Asotin Creek.

Table 2. Variance components for log(abundance) based on historic juvenile steelhead abundance estimates from Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (1986-2004) and preliminary sampling of Asotin IMW (2008-2009) for the different factors of the analysis. Expected is the variances calculated from each factor; Best case is the lower 95% confidence interval estimate of the variance; Worst case is the upper 95% confidence interval estimate of the variance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>Best Case</th>
<th>Worst Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>section(stream)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish site(section,stream)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year x stream</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year x section(stream)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year x fish site(section,stream)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random error</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Assumed to be ½ x year x stream because section is subunit of stream. This effect could not be directly estimated from historical data. However, since it is both a spatial subunit of Year*Stream and a temporal subunit of section(stream), we set it to ½ of whichever of these two variance estimates was smaller, because subunits tend to have smaller variance components than the units within which they are nested.

2 Assumed to be ½ x section because changes in differences between sections across years are likely to be smaller than the original differences.

3 Assumed to be ½ x year x section because fish site is subunit of section. Term is a spatial subunit of year x section(stream) and a temporal subunit of site(section, stream), so entries were set to ½ of the smaller of these two variances component estimates.

4 Assumed to be ½ x fish site because changes in differences between fish sites across years are likely to be smaller than the original differences.

We also checked our models for serial correlation across years on the measurements made within stream sections using an autoregressive process [AR(1); 29]. We found a statistically significant autocorrelation coefficient (r=0.42, 95% confidence interval 0.10-0.74) that we could then build into our simulations (see below).

Simulation Modeling
We simulated four experimental designs based on the layout of the Asotin Creek IMW study defined above (Fig 2). First, we simulated an aBACI design in which one section was restored with LWD at the start of Year 7, and the eight other sections were controls (BACI-1; Fig 3). Second, we simulated an aBACI design where three sections were restored simultaneously with LWD at the start of Year 7, and the remaining six sections were maintained as controls (BACI-3; Fig 3). Third, we simulated a staircase experimental design where three sections of one stream were treated sequentially in time in a staircase fashion (STAIRCASE-1). During the first three years of the STAIRCASE-1 simulation all stream sections were left untreated, then, prior to measurements in each of Years 4, 7, and 10, one stream section was restored (Fig 3). Fourth, we simulated a staircase experimental design where the only difference with the STAIRCASE-1 simulation was one section from each stream was selected for treatment (STAIRCASE-3). The STAIRCASE-3 design has the advantage that each stream serves as its own control, so that the same experiment is essentially replicated three times in different years and streams.

Fig 3. Schematic of four experimental designs and sample plans (i.e., all fish sites sampled). BACI-1 = one treatment section, BACI-3 = three simultaneous treatment sections in one stream, STAIRCASE-1 = three sequential treatment sections in one stream, and STAIRCASE-3 = three sequential treatment sections, one in each stream.

We simulated a range of period effects to develop power curves for the different variance assumptions. Among these factors, the stream was considered a fixed effect. The factors year, section(stream) and fish-site(section x stream) are considered as random effects factors. Although section(stream) were chosen deliberately and are not meant to be representative of other section(stream), they act as random effects by virtue of having treatments randomly assigned to some number of them [30]. The ANOVA models given by Underwood (1992) for a variety of sampling designs
are used with aBACI. The test for a restoration effect is obtained through the \textit{treatment x period} interaction, where \textit{period} is either 0 or 1 depending on whether the time of measurement is before or after the treatment application, respectively.

With a staircase design, the definition of \textit{period} is more complicated than for aBACI design. A staircase design has \textit{periods} for which there is a sliding definition of both "before" and "after," and a given year may occur both before one treatment and after another. Also, control units serve as controls for all restored units, so that there is no clear way to match control units with treated units. This can make construction of a \textit{treatment x period} interaction difficult. To address this, we matched the measurements on the restored units with respect to the time since the restoration was applied in their respective units. We define a fixed effect factor, \textit{years after treatment} (YAT), which represents the number of years since restoration of a specific section. In our example, the Year 4 measurements on the earliest-restored section should be comparable to the Year 7 measurements on second-restored section and the Year 10 measurements on the last-restored section, because all of these measurements take place 1 year after restoration. Each of these measurements get YAT=1. Measurements taken on these sections in subsequent years get YAT=2, 3, ... until the end of the study is reached. Notice that this limit is different for different restored sections because of the staggering of the establishment on different sections. Finally, all measurements prior to restoration being applied are considered to have YAT=0.

The ANOVA models used to analyze the simulation results have the standard assumptions that linear mixed models rely on, including normality of errors and random effects, additivity of the effects in the model, and independence of observations and all model effects [31, 32]. Our experiments contain five factors: one treatment factor (YAT) and four blocking factors (\textit{year, stream, section(stream)}, and \textit{fish-site(section, stream)}). Note that \textit{year} should not be treated as a longitudinal factor as is common in repeated-measures studies [33]. Responses among different spatial units are likely to be highly correlated with one another across years, as high and low fish abundance years affect all sections.
simultaneously (e.g. the effect of weather, or ocean effects on returns spawning fish). This invalidates
the typical repeated-measures assumption that experimental units respond independently of one
another (Loughin et al. 2007). Instead, time and space are crossed factors in the experimental design
sense (Milliken and Johnson 2009), because the same series of years are observed on each spatial unit.
The terms contained in the ANOVA models are determined using the following standard
conventions [30, 34]: all treatment and block factor main effects are included in the model; interactions
among all crossed blocking factors are included in the model; and interactions between treatment and
blocking factors are added discretionarily (Table 1). To keep our analyses as simple as possible and to
give all study plans a common basis for comparison, we add no additional discretionary terms. Since YAT
is assigned to the spatio-temporal unit defined by the crossing of year and section(stream), the year x
section(stream) effect becomes nested within YAT, forming the equivalent term year x YAT x
section(stream) (Table 1). All analyses of the ANOVA model for each study plan were performed using
PROC MIXED in SAS Version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). All SAS code is available from T. Loughin.
The model we used to generate data for the spatio-temporal structure of the IMW experiment was
an additive normal linear model using terms based upon the analysis model described above. Stream
and YAT effects were taken to be fixed; year, section, and site effects were taken to be random, and any
interactions with random effects were taken to be random. Specifically, year x section, and year x site
random effects were added.
Once the statistical model for the Asotin Creek IMW was defined, we simulated pseudo-random
data to represent the potential measurement at each of 18 fish sites across 12 years in the Asotin IMW
study area (hereafter the study area). Random effects were generated independently from zero-mean
normal distributions according to their respective variance components, and individual stream (i.e.,
Charley, North Fork and South Fork) means were added in. A single simulation of an experimental design
consisted of 216 potential measurements (2 fish sites/section x 3 sections/stream x 3 streams x 12 years
We simulated 1000 model-watersheds for each of the 12 combinations of response variable, level of variability, and autocorrelation (see descriptions below). The number of simulations was chosen to allow Type I error rates of analyses conducted at the 5% level to be estimated to less than ±1.4% error with 95% certainty. Power estimates similarly can be estimated to at worst ±3.1% error with 95% certainty.

For each of the three variance scenarios, we used the simulation model to generate 1000 sets of log(abundance/m²) measurements that could be made if every fish site was sampled and no restoration was applied. We then reconfigured the potential responses according to each study plan as follows. We added treatment effects to the selected potential response values for all observations taken on restored sections in accordance with the experimental design being considered. Our first goal was to detect a 25% increase in mean abundance of juvenile steelhead in our treatment section(s), relative to our controls (within streams and between streams). Thus, log(1.25) was added to all treatment sections after restoration. However, to better understand the ability of each experimental design to detect a variety of treatment effects we varied the treatment effect from a 5% - 40% increase in juvenile steelhead abundance and developed power curves. This was intended to allow a more detailed comparison of the designs, specifically addressing the concern that multiple treatments applied in different sections of the same stream may synergize to generate a larger treatment effect in each restored section than would be observed by restoring only one section of a stream. For example, the hydraulics created by adding structures could result in downwelling that could increase hyporheic exchange. At the scale of a single structure this effect is likely to be minimal, but the scale of several hundred structures (multiple treated sections) could create a variability in water temperatures that could benefit juvenile steelhead [35]. By comparing the power curves for the four designs, we could observe how much synergy would need to take place to favor the single stream treatment designs (BACI-1, BACI-3, and STAIRCASE-1) over the three-stream treatment design (STAIRCASE-3).
We initially considered two possible patterns for treatment effects: “sudden” and “ramped”. For the sudden pattern, we assumed that the full treatment effect was observed in the first measurement subsequent to restoration and that this effect persisted through the remainder of the study. However, the addition of LWD to a stream may result in only incremental changes in the first few years after restoration, especially if spring flows are below average because high flows are necessary to produce the expected geomorphic response to alter fish habitat. Thus, for the ramped effect, we assumed that 60% of the full effect was realized in the first year, 90% in the second year, and 100% from the third year onwards. We found that the pattern of treatment had limited influence on the performance of the different study plans so we just present the results of the ramped treatment pattern because we feel it is a more realistic response. For simplicity, no specific stream x treatment interaction was created, because three of the experimental designs considered placed all treatments in one stream.

We designed linear contrasts to estimate a possible treatment effect. Generally, we designed contrasts to look for specific patterns in the treatment means. We chose basic contrasts that amounted to estimating mean effect of treatment across all YAT (compatible with seeking a “sudden” treatment effect). The model implicitly adjusted out any spatio-temporal effects from this estimate.

We used this estimate and its corresponding model-based standard error estimate to compute a 95% t-based confidence interval for the true treatment effect. We considered the treatment effect to be detected if the entire confidence interval was above 0 (i.e., the null hypothesis of no treatment effect would be rejected by a 2-sided t-test at the 0.05 significance level). We computed the proportion of simulations in which the treatment effect was detected at the given cutoff of p=0.05 for each experimental design. We also computed the mean length of the confidence intervals, because we are also interested in whether ability to detect a response was because of the precision or the size of the effect.
To estimate the influence of variance on the power and confidence interval for each experimental
design, we used all three levels of variability (expected, best case, and worst case) calculated from our
analysis of historic and trial data (Table 2). Each simulation contained the potential for serial
autocorrelation because annual correlations were observed to exist in the abundance of juvenile
steelhead in the different streams. We therefore simulated annual means (year effects) using
autocorrelation of either 0 or 0.5.

Results

Under the best-case variability, all designs had 100% power to detect a 25% increase in juvenile fish
abundance. Power remained high under the expected variability as all designs had at least 94% power to
detect the simulated 25% increase in abundance (Table 3). The power to detect a 25% increase in fish
abundance under the worst-case variability was almost twice as high in the STAIRCASE-3 design (77%)
compared to the BACI-1 (41%) and STAIRCASE-1 designs (33%). The BACI-3 design had the lowest power
to detect a 25% increase in fish abundance at only 8%. All designs detected the simulated 25% increase
in abundance accurately under expected and worst-case variability (Fig 4a and b). Confidence interval
lengths were similar for all designs under expected variance (Fig 4a); however, BACI-3 had larger
confidence interval lengths under both expected and worst-case variability and only STAIRCASE-3 had
confidence intervals that did not cross 0 under worst-case variability (Fig 4b).

Table 3. Summary of the power, lower and upper 95% confidence intervals, and power to detect a
25% increase in juvenile fish abundance under expected and worst-case variance for four different
experimental designs.
Fig 4. Estimated percent change in juvenile steelhead abundance and confidence intervals from a simulated 25% change in abundance for four experimental designs under a) expected and b) worst-case variability. BACI-1 = one treatment section, BACI-3 = three simultaneous treatment sections in one stream, STAIRCASE-1 = three sequential treatment sections in one stream, and STAIRCASE-3 = three sequential treatment sections, one in each stream.

We generated power curves to assess the ability of each design to detect smaller changes in abundance (Fig 5). STAIRCASE-3 design consistently had higher power to detect a range of abundance increases, BACI-3 consistently had the lowest power, and BACI-1 and STAIRCASE-1 had similar power under expected and worst-case variance. For example, a 10% increase in abundance with expected variance resulted in power from a high of 88% power (STAIRCASE-3) to a low of 34% power (BACI-3; Fig 5a). The power to detect a 10% increase in abundance with worst-case variance resulted in power ranging from a high of 21% (STAIRCASE-3) to a low of 5% (BACI-3; Fig 5b).

Fig 5. Power curves for four experimental designs with varying sizes of treatment effect under a) expected variability and b) worst-case variability. BACI-1 = one treatment section, BACI-3 = three simultaneous treatment sections in one stream, STAIRCASE-1 = three sequential treatment sections in one stream, and STAIRCASE-3 = three sequential treatment sections, one in each stream.
simultaneous treatment sections in one stream, STAIRCASE-1 = three sequential treatment sections in one stream, and STAIRCASE-3 = three sequential treatment sections, one in each stream.

The BACI-3 and STAIRCASE-1 designs have the potential to have similar power to detect changes in abundance if treating three sections in one stream causes a greater overall response than treating three sections in three different streams (i.e., synergy of continuous treatments). Under expected variability, the synergy would need to result in a 60-150% greater increase in abundance to make the power curves similar for BACI-3, STAIRCASE-1, and STAIRCASE-3. However, the synergy would have to be greater under worst-case variability because the confidence intervals are independent of the size of a treatment effect and only STAIRCASE-3 has confidence intervals that do not cross 0. Therefore, in order for the BACI-3 and STAIRCASE-1 design to have similar power to the STAIRCASE-3 design there would need to be considerable synergy—generally about 300% the increase in abundance (Fig 5b).

Discussion

We developed four experimental designs and used field estimates of the mean and variance of fish abundance to develop a simulation model where we assessed the power of each design to detect a response to stream restoration by defining “truth” to generate data that was then analyzed by the appropriate statistical models. We demonstrated that the staircase design could have significantly more power to detect treatment responses than aBACI designs, especially when variance levels are high or the size of the effect is small. An important feature of staircase designs is that they are more robust against unusual circumstances in a given year that might cause atypical responses in one or more treatment or control groups. For example, in experiments like ours, the timing or magnitude of spring floods can alter the treatment effect dramatically. These year-by-treatment effects can confound experiments in which there is only a single time of treatment application (Walters et al. 1988). Walters et al. (1988) and Loughin et al. (2007) demonstrated that staggering the start of long-term experiments could guard
against such problems. Despite this advantage, few examples exist in the literature where staircase
designs have been applied to large-scale experiments.

Another benefit of the staircase design over a whole stream manipulation is that logistically,
application of restoration in sections staggered over time is more feasible than over entire stream in a
single year. Regardless, the whole stream manipulation (BACI-3) resulted in very low power to detect an
effect under most scenarios. Furthermore, we found that the BACI-3 design was less powerful than the
BACI-1 design, which is even more logistically feasible than the staircase designs. Although not as
powerful as the STAIRCASE-1 and STAIRCASE-3 designs, the BACI-1, could be a reasonable approach if
the effect is large and the variability is moderate.

Criticisms that the benefits of stream restoration are potentially misleading or hard to detect stems
from the localized evaluation of restoration effectiveness (i.e. the structure or small reach scale;
Thompson 2005, Katz et al. 2007). The concerns are that small-scale restoration and evaluation might
result in fish being “attracted” to these small changes with no real population benefit, or that the size of
the effects are too small to detect. To overcome such issues, assertions that the entire stream
(watershed) needs to be restored in order to detect a true fish response [11, 12]. Indeed, several
studies evaluating restoration benefits follow this approach (Bennett et al. 2016). Thus, the low power
of the BACI-3 is somewhat unintuitive given this assertion.

The low power of the BACI-3 occurs in part because we have assumed there exists a stream by year
interaction as supported by our analysis of existing data. That is, the fish populations in different
streams within our watershed do not change identically between years, even though they all experience
similar out-of-watershed effects (e.g. the effects of the ocean, fishing, and Columbia and Snake
hydropower system), and localized climate effects. While using multiple streams can greatly reduce the
noise caused by these factors, noise created by asynchrony between streams is likely to always exist.
Keeping that extraneous noise out of the treatment comparisons is one of the key goals of an
experimental design. In much the same way as blocking is used in typical experimental designs to improve precision of treatment comparisons, maintaining both control and treated sections in streams improves the power for our IMW designs (Underwood 1994). Therefore, if all the treatments are applied to one stream and no controls are maintained within the stream, the comparisons between treatments must be made between streams as well, rather than between sections within the same stream. The variance caused by stream by year interaction confounds with the treatment effects, making the treatment effects more difficult to detect.

Similarly, STAIRCASE-3 performs better than STAIRCASE-1 because STAIRCASE-1 loses an internal control once all the reaches are treated. The temporal variability of sections is the most important component of the error term for testing and forming confidence intervals for treatment effects. Increases in temporal variance results in increases in the variability of the treatment effects, especially those associated with times more than 6 years after treatment. The advantages of multiple treated sections are diminished by the disadvantages of increased difficulty in separating treatment effects from inherent variability. The STAIRCASE-3 design overcomes this issue by having treated sections spread among three streams, with control sections in the same streams. This creates a situation akin to blocking in that treatment comparisons against controls are made within stream rather than between streams, and therefore incur less variability in estimating effects, resulting in the increase in power and shorter confidence intervals of the STAIRCASE-3 design.

The analyses include terms that account for any variability that occurs on a larger scale, and hence this variability does not affect the designs’ relative powers or confidence interval lengths. To check this assumption, we inflated individual variance components and reran some simulations. We found no change in power when we inflated variance components that correspond to year interactions with units larger than section. We also assumed that a 4km section of stream represents a “population” or is functionally independent of other sections. This assumption allows for greater replication in treatments
and controls for design considerations. We can therefore evaluate the expected response of a stream from one section, while keeping internal controls within a stream to evaluate the stream by year interaction. In the STAIRCASE-3 design, we are essentially replicating an aBACI three times. We assumed that the addition of LWD would create local increases in habitat complexity that would be unlikely to produce changes in habitat complexity in upstream or downstream sections. If section-to-section movement of fish remained low as determined from previous data, then we can expect that the treatment effects on abundance will be mostly independent as well. As we will discuss below, we could test this hypothesis more stringently as the experiment proceeds.

If we believe treatments applied to different sections of the same stream do synergize to create a broader, more favorable environment for fish, then the application of multiple treatments to sections of the same stream has the potential to create a larger effect that is easier to detect than effects caused by other designs. However, we have shown that the increases due to synergism would need to be considerable for the BACI-3 and STAIRCASE-1 designs to match the power of the STAIRCASE-3 design.

A similar important consideration that we did not pursue in the study is whether the interpretation of results is affected if the assumption of treatment independence is violated. The results of our simulation could be confounded if the degree of movement of fish between reaches is not well known and more mixing occurs between treatment and control reaches [27]. Alternatively, the manipulation may affect multiple stream sections, which might be particularly true when a treatment occurs upstream of the control sections. Underwood (1994) suggest that when the scale of the impact is unknown a hierarchical experimental design can be useful in identify the scale of the impact and response, and protect against losing controls when finer scale controls are no longer independent (i.e. replicates are pooled to watershed scale comparisons). For example, in Bridge Creek, Bouwes, Weber (36) evaluated the impacts of beaver dams on steelhead production by comparing reaches installed with beaver dam analogs (BDAs) to control reaches within a treatment watershed. A control watershed was
also monitored for the same steelhead responses. Beavers quickly built dams on and between BDAs, and then moved into the control reaches and built more dams, compromising the ability to observe differences between treatment and control reaches. Therefore, all reaches were pooled into the treatment watershed and compared to the control watershed, revealing large benefits of beaver dams to the steelhead population. Future simulations could compare the ability to detect a stream level response in the event that restoration impacts are far reaching, beyond the section treated. The multiple designs could be compared across a range of assumptions to determine the trade-off and robustness of different designs.

We used abundance of juvenile steelhead for our simulations. However, many experiments focused on testing the effectiveness of restoration are interested in metrics that are tied to fitness, such as growth, survival, productivity (i.e., smolts/spawner), and production (g/area/time); all of which are likely to be far more variable because of the number of individuals that have to be tagged and recaptured to produce reliable metrics [36]. The determination of the size of the treatment section should evaluate the trade-offs of tagging enough fish, while maintaining enough independence where movement between sections has little effect on the different metric means and variability, to maximize experimental replicates. As this study illuminates, these kind of analyses could be used to challenge the assumption that larger-scale treatments make it easier to detect restoration effectiveness.

This study reveals that staircase designs can be powerful alternative to BACI designs, especially under worst-case variability and small effect sizes. However, the BACI-1 can also be a powerful design in these circumstances. Further simulations could help elucidate what happens when certain assumptions are violated, such as the degree that the loss of independence has on detecting effects. Such analyses are highlighted in classical adaptive management examples [37, 38]. However, the planning of similar restoration experiments may not have the level of data we had to carry out analyses. Given our results, a prudent approach to maximizing learning while minimizing costs, would be to collect pre-treatment
data and evaluate treatment section length by assessing the trade-offs of fish sample size and
independence as described above. Then treat this section size, and continue data collection to evaluate
the agreement of assumptions. If the effect size appears to be large (i.e. large effect or low CV) while
maintaining independence, the BACI-1 might be the appropriate approach as it requires the least
expense in terms of evaluating restoration effectiveness. If the effect size (i.e. small effect or high CV)
appears to be small, and independence is maintained, then the STAIRCASE-3 design is most likely to be
most appropriate. If fish movement or treatment effects extend into the other sections, then the
STAIRCASE-1 design is likely to be the most powerful. However, if the goal is to maximize both learning
and recovery efforts, then STAIRCASE-3 or STAIRCASE-1 will be a clear choice over BACI-1 and BACI-3.
As promoted in adaptive management, these goals and the decision making process should be explicitly
stated prior to implementation of the experiment to avoid making this effort a trial and error process.
In this fashion, application of the experiment and intensive monitoring can be an alternative to
extensive modeling and evaluation of pre-treatment data as in classic examples of adaptive
management (Bouwes et al. 2016a).

The mixed models we developed for our study plans could be easily extended to other
experimental and sampling designs. Indeed, the mixed-model paradigm is quite flexible and could be
adapted to other study designs by careful identification of the units on which fixed and random effects
are measured [30, 39, 40]. We used historical data from the same watershed to inform the model for
our simulated watersheds, so the data produced by the simulation should be reasonably representative
of the potential measurements on this watershed (at least, as much as any empirical model can
represent such a complex hydrological and ecological environment).

Defining year after treatment (YAT) allowed us to be flexible in creating treatment-effect patterns
and to create linear contrasts [direct comparisons of appropriately selected means; 31] to estimate
these different patterns. For example, if we want to estimate the mean response after treatment (a
“press” effect sensu Underwood 1992), we can write a contrast that places equal weight on each YAT level above 0. If we want to estimate the effect only in the first year, or second year (etc.) after treatment (a “pulse” effect sensu Underwood 1992), we can write a contrast that places equal weight on the involved YAT level and zero elsewhere. We can define patterns of linear increase or decrease or many other patterns that match what we might expect our treatment effects to follow. Focusing on defining effects in this way also allows us to obtain numerical estimates of treatment effects (e.g., mean differences) and corresponding confidence intervals, rather than to rely on hypotheses tests that are not nearly as informative [41-43].

The principles that drive the comparisons among the power of different designs do not depend on the actual values of the variance components, but rather on their relative sizes. Fundamentally, treatments are applied to sections and subsequently measured in different years.

**Conclusion**

Large investments have been made in restoring stream habitat with the explicit assumption that the restoration is increasing salmon and steelhead productivity [44]. In order to determine the effectiveness of restoration, well-designed experiments using restoration as the treatment are required. Traditional BACI designs have improved since their first development and are now commonly used in restoration experiments and assessments of environmental impacts [45]. Despite the wide-spread use of BACI designs, there are still debates in the literature about their proper use. We have presented a staircase design that has several statistical and logistical advantages over BACI designs. BACI designs that explicitly treat a whole watershed may have low power because of a loss of internal controls. In situations where variability is high, staircase designs that apply restoration to multiple streams have considerably higher power to detect changes in treatment responses. The potential hierarchical nature of the staircase designs also make them well suited for trying to understand systems where the scale of the treatment response is unclear and maximizing learning about the study subjects is critical in an
adaptive management framework. Studies measuring the response of salmon and steelhead populations to restoration are ideal for using staircase designs. Despite the increased complexity in the design, implementation, and analysis of such experiments, our results suggest that there are significant benefits to using these designs, especially toward the primary goal of IMWs to answer the question, “does restoration work?” We strongly recommend that researchers utilize staircase designs in future projects but implement them in an adaptive management framework to maximize learning [36, 44].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charley</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>F5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| North Fork | S1 | F1 | 1 |
|           |    | F2 | 2 |
|           | S2 | F3 | 3 |
|           |     | F4 | 4 |
|           | S3 | F5 | 5 |
|           |     | F6 | 6 |

| South Fork | S1 | F1 | 1 |
|           |    | F2 | 2 |
|           | S2 | F3 | 3 |
|           |     | F4 | 4 |
|           | S3 | F5 | 5 |
|           |     | F6 | 6 |
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<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>F5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| North Fork | S1 | F1 | 1 |
|           |    | F2 | 2 |
|           | S2 | F3 | 3 |
|           |     | F4 | 4 |
|           | S3 | F5 | 5 |
|           |     | F6 | 6 |

| South Fork | S1 | F1 | 1 |
|           |    | F2 | 2 |
|           | S2 | F3 | 3 |
|           |     | F4 | 4 |
|           | S3 | F5 | 5 |
|           |     | F6 | 6 |

Legend:
- Control section: Year after treatment = 0
- Treatment section prior to treatment application: Year after treatment = 0
- Treatment section after treatment application: Year after treatment = 1 through 9
b) Worst-case variance

The graph shows the worst-case variance for different designs. The y-axis represents the percentage change, while the x-axis represents the design options B1, B3, S1, and S3.